
Milestone Mystery Bounty** Mega Satellite to $200K MAIN EVENT  
Wednesday 4/17 @ 5pm  FIVE  $1,100 Seats Guaranteed!
Thursday 4/18 @ 5pm  TEN  $1,100 Seats Guaranteed!
Friday 4/19 @ 5pm  TEN $1,100 Seats Guaranteed!

$150 Total Buy-In ($120 Prize Pool+18 Entry Fee+$12 Service Charge)*
20,000 Starting Chips – 20 min. levels 

Levels Blinds w/Big Blind Ante Levels Blinds w/Big Blind Ante
1 100-100 13 3,000-6,000
2 100-200 14 4,000-8,000
3 200-300 15 5,000-10,000
4 200-400 16 6,000-12,000
5 300-600 Race Off 1,000 Chips 10min. Break
6 400-800 17 10,000-15,000

15min. Break 18 10,000-20,000
7 500-1,000 19 15,000-30,000
8 600-1,200 20 20,000-40,000

Race off 100 Chips  (Last Call) 20min. Break 10min. Break
9 1,000-1,500 21 25,000-50,000
10 1,000-2,000 22 30,000-60,000
11 1,500-3,000 23 40,000-80,000
12 2,000-4,000 24 50,000-100,000

Race Off 500 Chips 10min. Break Race Off 5,000 Chips 10min. Break

TDA Rules are enforced; please note Gardens Casino House Rules prevail. Players are encouraged to call the floor if they witness any abusive, discriminatory, or disruptive behavior. English 
only while at the table. No Electronic devices on the felt (rail is ok), players may not interactively operate devices while they have a live hand. Players may re-enter. Minimum number of 
players to start a new table: 4. Pre-registration chip stacks will be placed out by the dealers. Registration will close at the start of the 9th level (Approx. 8:15pm).  Blind levels will be raised 
every level until concluded.  Play will be 9 handed when manageable.  Redraw for seats at 9. Big blind will pay the ante for the table for the entire event. Ante is paid before the big blind. 
After registration closes, the Action Clock will be implemented once the tournament is down to 3 tables. Action Clock rules: Players will have 30 seconds to act on their hand. If players 
abuse the rules, they may lose the privilege of those rules. Players will get 2 time extensions worth 30 seconds each and 2 additional time extensions when down to the final table (9 
players). Play will end when the number of players remaining equals the number of seats being awarded, or when all available seats have been awarded. The number of awarded seats 
will be determined by every $1,100 in the prize pool with a minimum of seats guaranteed.  **See page 2 for Mystery Bounty and Milestone details. Winners will receive nontransferable 
and nonrefundable entry ticket into $200,000 Guaranteed SoCal Spring Special MAIN EVENT ($1,100 value). Entry ticket good for either Day 1A: 4/19, or Day 1B: 4/20, which start at 11am, see 
structure for details.  *$150 buy-in ($120 prize pool + $18 entry fee + $12 service fee).  Entry fee and Service Charge not added to prize pool.  No chop will be facilitated. In order to register/
collect winnings, players must have a valid U.S. government issued ID or passport for non U.S. residents. Residents of foreign countries without a U.S. treaty will be subject to withholding. 
All out of state residents are subject to tax withholdings. Gambling problem? Call 1-800-GAMBLER or visit www.problemgambling.ca.gov. GEGA  000152, 000570, 001465, 001487, 000055. The 
Gardens Casino reserves the right to change or cancel the event at any time.



Page 2
Milestone Mystery Bounty Mega Satellite to $200K MAIN EVENT  

Wednesday 4/17 @ 5pm  5  $1,100 Seats Guaranteed!
Thursday 4/18 @ 5pm  10  $1,100 Seats Guaranteed!
Friday 4/19 @ 5pm  10  $1,100 Seats Guaranteed!

The number of awarded seats will be determined by every $1,100 in the total prize pool with a minimum of seats guaranteed, with any 
residual funds going to the player that has the most chips (Chip leader) once all seats have been awarded. If there is a tie in chip stacks, 
the players will split the remaining payout. Winners will receive nontransferable and nonrefundable entry ticket into $200,000 Guarantee 
SoCal Spring Special MAIN EVENT ($1,100 value). Entry ticket good for one of either Day 1A: 4/19, or Day 1B: 4/20, which start at 11am, see 
structure for details. $150 buy-in ($120 prize pool + $18 entry fee + $12 service fee).  Entry fee and Service Charge not added to prize pool.  
No chop will be facilitated. Upon verification from the tournament staff (floor), the player who has achieved the Milestone, or opened a 
top Mystery Bounty envelope, the player will cease play and the total of their chips will be removed from play. If a player knocks out a 
player during the Mystery Bounty portion of the event, and is verified reaching the Milestone, the player will not be eligible to open a 
Mystery Bounty envelope. Players can only win one voucher at a time.

The Milestone: A Player who accumulates 200,000 in tournament chips (Milestone) or more will instantly be awarded one Voucher 
($1,100 value). All tournament chips must remain in full stacks of twenty chips when available to facilitate the time and accuracy of the 
event. It is the responsibility of each individual player to notify the dealer or tournament staff after the hand is over and before the start 
of the next hand when they have reached the Milestone. A tournament staff member must be called to verify the tournament chip count 
of a player who is making a claim for the Milestone. The tournament staff will make the best effort to identify players that reach the Mile-
stone. A player who is dealt into a subsequent hand after achieving the Milestone will be required to complete the hand prior to being 
verified, if at the completion of the additional hand, a players’ chip total falls below the Milestone, they do NOT qualify for the Milestone.
The Mystery Bounty: After the close of registration, once the event is down to 20% of the field, a Mystery Bounty will be placed on the 
remaining players. A player eliminating a player, will receive a voucher for a Mystery Bounty prize. Mystery Bounty prizes must be 
redeemed by presenting the Mystery Bounty prize voucher to the Tournament Staff located at the designated redemption location, at 
which time the player will randomly draw an envelope from the Mystery Bounty drawing drum to reveal their Mystery Bounty prize. If 
two players eliminate a player, the player with more chips will win the Mystery Bounty. Mystery Bounty prizes will range in value from 
a Voucher ($1,100 value) to $0.00 (ZONK!) based on the minimum tournament guarantee. Mystery Bounty prizes to be distributed as 
follows:  50% of envelopes will show a Voucher (Top Mystery Bounty), however, players will only be awarded a Top Mystery Bounty as 
long as the total remaining prize pool exceeds the $1,100 threshold. All Mystery Bounty envelopes must be redeemed immediately after 
receiving the Mystery Bounty from eliminating a player.  Mystery Bounty prize vouchers are the sole responsibility of the player. Lost or 
stolen Mystery Bounty prize vouchers will not be replaced.

Reminder: TDA Rule 69: Ethical Play – Poker is an individual game. Soft play will result in penalties, which may include chip forfeiture and/or disqualification. Chip dump-
ing and other forms of collusion will result in disqualification. In order to register/collect winnings, players must have a valid U.S. government issued ID or passport for 
non U.S. residents. Residents of foreign countries without a U.S. treaty will be subject to withholding. All out of state residents are subject to tax withholdings. Gambling 
problem? Call 1-800-GAMBLER or visit www.problemgambling.ca.gov. GEGA  000152, 000570, 001465, 000055, 001487. The Gardens Casino reserves the right to change 
or cancel the event at any time. 


